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This is the Study Guide and Solutions Manual to accompany Organic Chemistry, 11th Edition.Now

in a new edition, this book continues its tradition of excellence in teaching and preparing students

for success in the organic classroom and beyond. A central theme of the authors' approach to

organic chemistry is to emphasize the relationship between structure and reactivity. To accomplish

this, the text is organized in a way that combines the most useful features of a functional group

approach with one largely based on reaction mechanisms. Emphasizing mechanisms and their

common aspects as often as possible, this book shows students what organic chemistry is, how it

works, and what it does in living systems and the physical world around us.
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I have somehow managed to keep an A in this class for the first half of the first semester before

getting this guide, but I can see that the guide will help me immensely moving forward. Practice is

the key in chemistry, and now I can avail myself of all the practice problems in the book. I wish I had

bought it sooner! I strongly recommend getting this manual, as early in your use of the textbook as

you can possibly afford!

My daughter ordered this to help her in her Organic Chem class at college. It was recommended by

her professor. She rated this book at five stars and told me she found it VERY helpful and used it

routinely. She currently has an "A" in the class, so I believe her!



I dont really like Solomons Textbook to begin with but luckily the study guide had all the answers

and explanations to ALL problems in text plus an extra quiz at the back of each chapterIve used

other study guides in the past and not a lot of them gave me the answer to ALL problemsreally

recommend if using the Solomons textbook

definitely helps when you have the book the only thing is sometimes I don't know which answer they

are talking about

Manufactures made this of such poor quality that it falls apart by flipping the pages. This is a rental

and I will be embarrassed to return it. This not the sellers fault!

Happy that I purchased this. Really did help preparing for test. Shipped on time and product was in

good condition.

Great resource, but warning! The answers in this book do not correspond with the international

student version!

This book has been essential to help me understand the material to be successful in organic

chemistry 1.
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